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Vacuum ultraviolet nonlinear metalens
Ming Lun Tseng1,2†, Michael Semmlinger3,4,5†, Ming Zhang4,5,6†, Catherine Arndt3,4,5†,
Tzu-Ting Huang2, Jian Yang4,5,6, Hsin Yu Kuo7, Vin-Cent Su8, Mu Ku Chen9, Cheng Hung Chu2,
Benjamin Cerjan3,4, Din Ping Tsai2,7,9*, Peter Nordlander3,4,6*, Naomi J. Halas3,4,6,10*
Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light plays an essential role across science and technology, from molecular spectroscopy
to nanolithography and biomedical procedures. Realizing nanoscale devices for VUV light generation and control
is critical for next-generation VUV sources and systems, but the scarcity of low-loss VUV materials creates a substantial challenge. We demonstrate a metalens that both generates—by second-harmonic generation—and simultaneously focuses the generated VUV light. The metalens consists of 150-nm-thick zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoresonators
that convert 394 nm (~3.15 eV) light into focused 197-nm (~6.29 eV) radiation, producing a spot 1.7 m in diameter
with a 21-fold power density enhancement as compared to the wavefront at the metalens surface. The reported
metalens is ultracompact and phase-matching free, allowing substantial streamlining of VUV system design and
facilitating more advanced applications. This work provides a useful platform for developing low-loss VUV components and increasing the accessibility of the VUV regime.

Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light spans the wavelength range of
nominally 100 to 200 nm (6 to 12 eV). VUV radiation is useful for
many applications ranging from materials characterization (1–6)
and processing (7) to biotechnology (8, 9), due to its high photon
energy and strong light-matter interactions. Currently, the lack of
low-loss optical components and compact coherent sources is a key
limiting factor in the emergence of new applications for light in
this wavelength range. Virtually almost all types of glass used for
conventional lenses are unsuitable for the VUV due to their strong
absorption in this region (10). The few VUV-transmittable materials currently used for lenses, most notably CaF2 and MgF2, are comparably fragile, placing practical limits on thin lens fabrication and
design. Reflective optics eliminate strong VUV absorption but significantly increase the bulk and complexity of VUV systems. Coherent
VUV light sources have historically been large, fixed-wavelength
excimer lasers requiring large laboratory footprints and substantial
gas-handling equipment. Solid-state laser sources combined with
nonlinear optical processes have provided expanded access to coherent VUV light. Strategies from cascaded frequency tripling in
rare gas vapors (11, 12) to highly cascaded harmonic generation
(13) are methods for converting low photon energy coherent sources
into this higher photon energy range. Higher-efficiency upconversion
processes, such as second harmonic generation in nonlinear optical
crystals, are severely constrained by the limits of phase-matching at
VUV wavelengths (14) and also by optical absorption (15). New approaches to both VUV light generation and manipulation are clearly
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needed to advance our utilization of this region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Metasurfaces provide a promising platform to address some of
the current limitations and challenges of this wavelength range.
Metasurfaces consist of subwavelength nanoresonators (meta-atoms)
with well-tailored geometric parameters to achieve targeted functionalities (16–21) such as light wavefront control (18, 22–27) and
tunable light manipulation (28–32). Nonlinear metasurfaces are highly
compact flat-optical components, with enhanced local effective
nonlinearities that can generate VUV light without the constraint of
phase matching. Because of their ability to focus incident light into
nanoscale hotspots, metasurfaces can boost the efficiency of nonlinear
processes and serve as compact light generation devices from the
infrared to the deep-UV range (33–37). In previous work, we extended the operational wavelength of nonlinear metasurfaces into
the VUV range by designing meta-atoms composed of precisely
patterned nonlinear materials to support resonant modes at the desired fundamental wavelength. In the initial demonstrations of
nonlinear metasurfaces for VUV generation (38, 39), the generated
light was dispersed into divergent patterns due to the meta-atom
geometry. This diffraction is not desirable for practical applications,
because additional VUV optical elements would be required for
collecting and collimating the generated VUV light, inevitably introducing loss and substantially increasing the system’s size. Here,
we report a nonlinear metalens capable of simultaneously generating
and focusing VUV light. This metalens provides a compact method
for nonlinear VUV generation and focusing of the generated light
eliminating the need for additional optical elements.
RESULTS

Nonlinear metalens design
A schematic of the VUV metalens is shown in Fig. 1A. It is composed of an array of meta-atoms with a Mie-type resonance (17) at
the excitation wavelength (394 nm). As in our previous studies of
VUV light generation, ZnO is used as the constituent material (38).
The geometric parameters of the meta-atoms are provided in
Fig. 1B. To manipulate the nonlinear wavefront emitted by the
metalens, it is essential to have control over the harmonic wave’s
1 of 7
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local phase along the metalens plane. One effective approach is to
introduce a nonlinear geometric phase (Pancharatnam-Berry phase)
(40), which can effectively control the phase of the output harmonic
signals under circularly polarized (CP) excitation, into the design. To
efficiently generate VUV light under such an excitation conditions,
each meta-atom unit cell must have a specific rotational symmetry
(34). The rotational symmetry can be selected through consideration of the nonlinear selection rule proposed by Bloembergen
(34, 41) (also see the Supplementary Materials). It describes the requirements of the crystal structure’s (also artificial structures’) rotational symmetry for a certain harmonic order under CP light
excitation. For second harmonic generation (SHG), the meta-atoms
are required to have C3 rotational symmetry (see section SI for a
more detailed discussion on this topic) and are chosen to be triangularly shaped (Fig. 1B). In this work, SHG is used for VUV generation and focusing. Therefore, the meta-atoms of the nonlinear
metasurfaces must have C3 rotational symmetry under CP excitation (see section SI). To satisfy this requirement and effectively
harvest the excitation into the nonlinear material, triangularly
shaped meta-atoms that support strong resonances were selected as
the meta-atoms (Fig. 1B).
The linear and nonlinear properties of the meta-atoms were designed and simulated via tuning their geometry using finite-element
analysis (COMSOL Multiphysics). Modal decomposition (Fig. 1C)
was performed (42), and the result shows a magnetic dipole resonance excited in the meta-atoms under 394-nm CP laser illumination. At the resonance at 397 nm, the strong light confinement in
the ZnO meta-atoms is observed and allows the effective enhancement of the light-matter interaction within the meta-atom (Fig. 1C,
inset). VUV light at 197 nm is produced from the illuminated meta-
atoms by SHG. The intensity of the nonlinear signal as a function of
excitation wavelength was simulated by performing a volume integral
of meta-atoms’ linear optical response to plane wave illumination at
Tseng et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabn5644 (2022)
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excitation and SHG wavelength using Lorentz reciprocity theorem
(Fig. 1D). A detailed description of the simulation methods may be
found in the Supplementary Materials and in the previously reported
work (38). The SHG component with the opposite circular polarization relative to the excitation reaches a maximum intensity at the
resonance wavelength of the meta-atom, whereas the component of
the same handedness is suppressed. This result is in good agreement
with the nonlinear selection rule for CP excitation and confirms
that the SHG of ZnO can be boosted by introducing a resonance at
the fundamental wavelength. Simulation results of the phase control versus rotation angle are shown in Fig. 1E. According to the
theory of nonlinear geometric phase, under the CP excitation, the
phase of the cross-polarized harmonic signal shows a dependence
on the meta-atom’s rotation angle (the inset of Fig. 1E). It can be
described as φ = (n + 1), where φ is the phase of the harmonic wave,
n is the nonlinear order, and  is the meta-atom’s rotation angle. As
expected, rotating the meta-atom by  degrees results in a 3 phase
shift in the output SHG wave (n = 2) with the opposite handedness.
A full 2 phase control is achieved by rotating the meta-atom, and
thus, the effective wavefront control of the proposed metalens is enabled. The rotation of meta-atoms introduces a mismatch between
the axis of symmetry of the meta-atoms and the lattice, thus slightly
changing the overall symmetry of the metalens periodically. As a
result, the simulated SHG amplitudes vary nonmonotonically as a
function of rotation angle (Fig. 1E). Further calculations show that
this metalens design is tolerant with respect to SHG amplitude and
phase variance (Supplementary Materials). Therefore, using the
nonlinear geometric phase method for metalens design ensures
full and effective control of the VUV wavefront output. The spatial
phase profile for such a metalens can be described as
_

 f  2 + r  2    − f )	
	
φ(r ) = k0  (√
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Fig. 1. VUV nonlinear metalens design. (A) Idealized schematic. (B) Geometric parameters of each meta-atom: edge length (L), 205 nm; thickness (T), 150 nm. The
meta-atoms are arranged in a hexagonal lattice with a lattice constant of 270 nm. (C) Theoretical calculation of resonance amplitudes for electric dipole (E-dipole) and
magnetic dipole (M-dipole). Inset: Simulation of the electric field enhancement within the meta-atom. (D) Simulation of the SHG signal versus the excitation wavelength.
(E) Simulation of the phase modulation and nonlinear output intensity versus rotation angle at the SHG wavelength (197 nm). Blue curve and axis: Simulated nonlinear
phase modulation. Red curve and axis: Simulated amplitude of SHG wave. a.u., arbitrary units.
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Where r is the radial distance toward the center of the metalens
(diameter: 45 m), f is the designed focal length (120 m), k0 is the
wave vector (2/), and  is the second harmonic wavelength (197 nm).
The phase profile of the metalens was encoded on the surface by
selecting the meta-atom rotation angle according to the required
phase at various radial positions. The layout of the resulting metalens
and a magnified subsection are shown in Fig. 2A. The actual metalens
is 45 m in diameter and consists of nominally 8400 ZnO nano
triangles. Each meta-atom serves as a nonlinear dipole source and
provides precise phase modulation for VUV light generation.

Measurements
Characterization of the VUV focusing properties of our metalens is
provided in Fig. 3. To record the three-dimensional profile of the

Fig. 2. Fabrication of the VUV nonlinear metalens. (A) Layout of the nonlinear metalens. A color code is imposed on the meta-atoms with different rotation angles to
illustrate the phase profile encoded on the metasurface. An enlarged image of the phase profile is shown as the insert. (B) Optical microscopic image of the metalens.
(C) SEM images of the ZnO meta-atoms at the highlighted boxes in the optical image (top right). (D) Linear transmission spectrum of the metalens. Top: Experimental
data. Bottom: Simulation data. (E) Nonlinear spectral measurement. SHG spectrum of the metalens. Wavelength increment is 0.2 nm.
Tseng et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabn5644 (2022)
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Sample fabrication
To fabricate the metalens, a 150-nm sputtered multicrystalline ZnO
thin film was patterned using electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching (for details, see the Supplementary Materials). An
optical image and scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images at
different positions of the resulting nonlinear metalens are shown in
Fig. 2 (B and C). Well-defined nanotriangles with regularly varying
rotation angles can be observed in the SEM images, confirming
design fidelity. A linear transmission spectrum of the metalens was
measured to verify the resonance wavelength. As shown in the
experimental linear transmission spectrum (Fig. 2D, purple curve),
for left-handed CP (LCP) excitation, a resonance dip associated

with the magnetic dipole resonance in the meta-atoms can be observed at nominally 395 nm, very close to the theoretical spectrum
(Fig. 2D, green curve). To verify the nonlinear property of the
metalens, its nonlinear spectrum (Fig. 2E) and power dependence
of the nonlinear signal versus the excitation power (Supplementary
Materials) was also measured using an experimental setup consisting of a UV monochromator and the UV photomultiplier (39). The
details regarding the experimental setup can also be found in
Materials and Methods and the Supplementary Materials. In the
nonlinear spectral measurement (Fig. 2E), the fundamental signal
wavelength was shifted slightly, from 394 to 397 nm, to allow the
generated SHG light to have less absorption in air, thus propagating
further and account for a slight shift in the linear resonance of the
device (43). A sharp peak at nominally 198 nm, half of the excitation
wavelength, can be observed, verifying the ability of this metalens to
generate VUV light through SHG. In addition, the conversion efficiency of the metalens is found to be nominally 6 × 10−9, which is
comparable to the previously reported VUV-generating metasurface
composed of disk-shaped ZnO meta-atoms (38).

SCIENCE ADVANCES | RESEARCH ARTICLE

VUV output, light was measured using the system depicted in
Fig. 3A. A colimated LCP 394 nm laser was used as the excitation
source. In the setup, an objective was used to place the focus of the
excitation laser 2 mm in front of the metalens to produce a near–plane
wave excitation condition. A UV objective, two bandpass filters,
and a UV camera were mounted on a motorized stage to record the
intensity distributions of the focused SHG along the z axis (defined
in Fig. 3A). A VUV quarter-wave plate and polarizer were placed in
the detection path to filter out the SHG light that was copolarized
with respect to the handedness of the excitation CP light. An additional stationary bandpass filter was placed in the detection path to
further reduce the fundamental signal. Additional details regarding the experimental setup can be found in the Supplementary
Materials. The intensity profile of the output VUV light is shown
in Fig. 3B. The figure was constructed by displaying slices of the
recorded three-dimensional data in the x = 0 m, y = 0 m, and
z = 0 m planes. The zero points for the x and y dimensions were
defined as the respective coordinates of the focusing point, while
z = 0 m was defined as the surface of the metalens image. Focusing
of the SHG light can clearly be observed. An image of the VUV light
at the focus (z = 142 m) and at the surface of the metalens (z =
0 m) are shown in Fig. 3 (C and D), respectively. As shown in
Fig. 3C, at the focal plane, the focusing spot occupies only a very few
pixels of the CCD.
To evaluate the metalens’ capability to focus the generated VUV
light, the power density at the focusing spot and the metalens plane
were analyzed and compared. We estimated the maximum achievable power density for both the brightest pixel and for those pixels
whose intensities fall above a threshold of 50% of the intensity of the
brightest pixel. The estimated values of the average power density
are 35 W/cm2 [peak power density per pulse (PPDPP): 0.97 kW/cm2]
Tseng et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabn5644 (2022)
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for the brightest pixel, while the average values of 26 W/cm2 (PPDPP:
0.72 kW/cm2) were computed for the five pixels that fell above
the 50% threshold. For the metalens image (Fig. 3D), similarly, we
estimated the average power density to be 1.7 W/cm2 (PPDPP:
0.047 kW/cm2) using a metalens diameter of 45 m. Therefore, it
can be summarized that the power density enhancement is around
21 for the brightest pixels and around 15 for the five pixels above the
50% threshold (additional information on how the power density
values were determined can be found in the Supplementary Materials)
as compared to the wavefront on the plane of the metalens. According to the simulation, the metalens is capable of producing a tight,
focused VUV spot with a power density more than 100 times stronger compared to the wavefront on the metalens plane, significantly
larger than the 21-fold increase observed experimentally. This discrepancy is most likely due to fabrication defects of the metalens and
imperfect plane wave excitation, which can be minimized in the future by further improving the fabrication and alignment processes.
Cross sections through the focus along the x and z axes and the
respective simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 (E and F), respectively. The measured focus spot shows a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 1.7 m in the x direction and 25 m in the z direction.
To further understand the properties of the nonlinear metalens, a
theoretical simulation based on scalar diffraction theory was performed (details can be found in the Supplementary Materials). The
simulation shows slightly smaller FWHM values of 0.64 and 15 m
in x and z directions, respectively. The simulated focal length is 124 m,
slightly shorter than the measured value of 142 m. The discrepancy between simulated and measured focal length may most likely be
attributed to imperfections in the metalens sample itself and limitations of the experimental set up. Regarding the former, fabrication
defects and the polycrystalline nature of the thin film that can lead
4 of 7
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Fig. 3. Focusing measurements of the VUV nonlinear metalens. (A) Experimental setup. SF, spatial filter; /4, quarter-wave plate; LP, linear polarizer; O, objective; BPFs,
bandpass filters. (B) Focusing profile. (C) Image of the focusing spot (z = 142 m). (D) Image at metalens surface (z = 0). Comparison between the measured and simulated
intensity cross sections of the focusing spot along the (E) x axis and (F) z axis, respectively.
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to additional scattering are likely key contributors. To improve the
sample quality in the future, single crystalline ZnO films [e.g., those
made by inductively coupled-plasma (ICP)–metalorganic chemical
vapor deposition (44)] can be used in the fabrication. For the latter,
the partially oblique incidence introduced by the Gaussian wavefront in the experiment and nonuniformities in the excitation laser
beam profile contribute to the nonuniformity in Fig. 3D. Additional
discussions and analysis regarding the polarization of the generated
VUV light and focusing efficiency can be found in the Supplementary
Materials. The versatility of our metasurface design is highlighted
by its implementation in a nonlinear metasurface beam deflector
that allows for control of the output direction of the SHG wave
(see the Supplementary Materials). A notable advantage of this
metalens over traditional VUV components is demonstrated: It
effectively manipulates the SHG VUV photons in a compact space,
fulfilling challenging requirements for applications such as nanolithography and VUV microscopy.

We demonstrated a VUV light–generating metalens by combining
metasurface photonics with nonlinear optics through the material
properties of ZnO. The nonlinear metalens consisting of ZnO
meta-atoms not only serves as ultracompact nonlinear medium for
VUV light generation but is also capable of effectively focusing the
generated harmonic wavefront. Many interesting applications of
the reported metalens can be envisioned by integration into current
laser-based microscopy systems for biomedical analysis (8), material characterization (4, 6), and nanolithography. In light of the design flexibility (45–47), additional device functionalities can be
anticipated, opening the door to new and efficient VUV systems.
Considering the recent demonstration of metasurface large-scale
fabrication using fully complementary metal oxide semiconductor
compatible processes (48, 49), we believe this work illustrates a
promising strategy toward high throughput manufacturing of compact VUV optical components and devices. Overall, this work lays
the foundation for realizing new types of optical components for
the VUV region.

Sample fabrication
Sputtered zinc oxide (ZnO) thin films on soda-lime glass substrates
were used (provided by MTI Corporation, USA). According to the
analysis based on the x-ray diffraction measurement, the average
domain size in the ZnO thin film is found to be ~9.6 nm. In addition, the grain size with sizes of few tens of nanometers were found
on the surface. The associated discussions on the impact of the surface
roughness can be found in the Supplementary Materials. A 400-nmthick SiO2 layer was coated on the thin film for the subsequent
electron beam lithography and dry etching processes by using
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. The sample was coated
with a 100-nm-thick resist ZEP-520A (Zeon Corp., Japan) on top of
the SiO2 layer, followed by coating an Espacer layer directly onto
the resist-coated substrate to avoid the proximity effect due to electron scattering in the resist layer. E-beam writing was performed
using an Elionix ELS-7000 electron-beam lithography system.
The acceleration voltage was 100 kV, and the beam current was
100 pA. The development process was done by immersing the sample
in ZEP-N50 (Zeon Corp., Japan). Subsequently, a 40-nm-thick chromium (Cr) layer was deposited using an electron-beam evaporation
system, followed by the lift-off process performed in a dimethylacetamide solution (ZDMAC, Zeon Corp., Japan). Reactive ion etching
was used to transfer the pattern into the SiO2 layer. ICP reactive ion
etching (RIE) (Samco Inc.) was subsequently performed. Last, the
remaining SiO2 layer was removed using the RIE System (Samco Inc.).

Measurements
The linear transmission measurement of the metalens was performed
using a microspectrometer based on an inverted microscope. A
halogen light source was used for the excitation. The incident light
was directed to the sample using a long working distance condenser.
A broadband linear polarizer and quarter waveplate were placed in
MATERIALS AND METHODS
the microscope to convert the polarization of the incident light into
Design
a CP state. A spectrometer box (B&W Tek Inc., BTC111E) was
The numerical simulation of linear and nonlinear properties of the mounted on the microscope for spectral analysis.
ZnO meta-atom was performed by using the commercial finite-
For the nonlinear spectrum measurement, a frequency-doubled
element analysis software COMSOL Multiphysics (version 5.4). In Ti-sapphire laser (Coherent, pulse width of 205 fs and repetition rate
the simulation, the optical constants of ZnO are adopted from ellip- of 250 kHz) with an emission wavelength at 394 nm was used. A CaF2
sometry measurements (spectroscopic ellipsometer, HORIBA). The dispersive prism (Thorlabs, PS863) and a bandpass filter (Newport,
refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of the soda-lime 10LF20-193-B) were used to preseparate the SHG from the fundaglass are set as 1.5 and 0, respectively, in the linear simulation. In the mental beam before entering a UV monochromator (Thermo Jarrel
nonlinear simulation, at the harmonic wavelength, the n and k of Ash, 2400 grooves/mm grating) equipped with a photomultiplier
the ZnO nano-resonators (50) are set as 1.65 and 0.34, respectively. tube (ADIT Electron Tubes, 9781B6019).
For the metalens characterization, the setup used is shown in
The exact material data for soda-lime glass at 197 nm was not found
during the preparation of this paper. However, in the previous Fig. 3A. To improve the uniformity of excitation laser beam profile,
investigation (38), the SHG of dielectric metasurfaces are found to a spatial filter consisting of a pair of lenses and a pinhole was used.
be insensitive to the absorptive substrate and capping layer as the The polarization of the incident laser beam was then converted into
energy is strongly confined in the Mie-type nanoresonators at the the left-hand CP (LCP) state by using a linear polarizer and a quarter-
fundamental and harmonic wavelengths. In simulation, VUV light wave plate from Thorlabs. To record the focusing profile of the
absorption in the soda-lime glass substrate and a refractive index generated VUV light from the metalens, a UV objective (Thorlabs,
shift for the substrate at 197 nm have only a moderate effect on the LMU-15X-193) and a cooled UV camera (Princeton Instruments,
Tseng et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabn5644 (2022)
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DISCUSSION

performance of the metalens. Therefore, the n and k of the glass
substrate are set as 1.5 and 0, respectively, in the nonlinear simulation to accelerate the design process. The absorption of ZnO at
197 nm leads to a lower SHG signal strength but does not shift the
resonance position (fig. S9). Periodic boundary conditions were used
in the simulation. More details can be found in the Supplementary
Materials.

SCIENCE ADVANCES | RESEARCH ARTICLE
PIXIS 1024BUV) were placed on a motorized stage (Newport,
ILS100CC) along the axis of the beam path. A UV quarter-wave
plate (Kogakugiken Corp., Japan, VUV Achromatic QWP) and polarizer (Kogakugiken Corp., Japan, DUVGT-8) were used to filter
out the part of the SHG light that was copolarized with respect to
the handedness of the excitation CP light. An additional stationary
bandpass filter was placed in the detection path to further reduce
the fundamental signal. Additional details regarding this experimental setup can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abn5644
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